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NAZI GOLD TRAIN CLAIMED TO BE FOUND IN POLAND BY TREASURE HUNTERS
IN THE POLISH TOWN OF WALBRYZCH

PARIS - WALBRYZCH, 28.08.2015, 16:41 Time

USPA NEWS - Two treasure hunters claim to have found a legendary nazi gold train in Poland. The train is thought to be packed with
gold, gems an money from 1945. Nazi wanted to hide the fortune from advancing Soviet Red Army...

Two treasure hunters claim to have found a legendary nazi gold train in Poland. The train is thought to be packed with gold, gems an
money from 1945. Nazi wanted to hide the fortune from advancing Soviet Red Army. For decades, treasure hunters unsuccessfully
searched for it in a tunnel complex that was never finished. Reise, which means «giant» in German, was a vast complex of tunnels and
storehouses being constructed in the late months of World War II.

If the train, if it exists and is hidden deep in the mountains of Lower Silesia, would have been fitted with explosives to deter intruders,
Walbrzych Council Chairman Jacek Cichura told the daily Gazeta wyborcza.

The two treasure hunters, one Pole and one German, have told the local authorities they will divulge the exact location of the lost train
for 10% of the value of its cargo. Local media report that speculations is rife among the excited residents and throngs of foreign
explorers and journalists that the mystery train is somewhere near Walim, a village about 12 miles of Walbrzych. «Lawyers, the army,
the police and the fire brigade are dealing with this», Marika tokarska, an official at the Walbrzych district council, told Reuters.

But they are not the one who found it first, according to the research team. One group member, who asked not to be identified after
receiving threatening phone calls from a «mysterious man», told Mailonline : «About two or three years ago we carried out extensive
research of the area using geo-radar and magnetic readings. We came across an anomaly about 70 metres below the surface and
further investigation revealed this was likely a train». (Daily Mail)

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-5032/nazi-gold-train-claimed-to-be-found-in-poland-by-treasure-hunters.html
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